What: Your sixth reflection e-journal assignment is to respond to the following prompt following your peer visit to another Studio to School project.

Please answer each of the following questions in your post: you are encouraged to share photos and video, and to make this post as creative as you’d like.

1. What did you see and do during your visit? Who was included (describe participants from both projects)?
2. What were you hoping to learn during your visit? Did you learn what you were hoping to learn? Did you learn anything you didn’t expect to learn?
3. What stood out to you from your visit? Did anything in particular either resonate or surprise you?
4. What ideas or considerations are you bringing home to your own project? Is there anything you can apply, or that you might do differently as a result of your peer visit?

When: Posts are due within one month of your peer visit. Please notify the OCF evaluation team (Kim, kleonard@oregoncf.org) when you’ve completed this e-journal post.

Studio to School E-Journal Post Checklist

When completing each post, be sure to:

☐ Add your reflection to your e-journal category (e.g. Ashland e-journal) and the Reflection 6 category. This will ensure your posts show up correctly on the website.

☐ Include a title for your post.

☐ Write a reflection that responds to the questions provided by the OCF evaluation team (see prompt above).

☐ Go beyond listing activities. Describe why decisions were made, what was learned, or how the learning will be applied to future work.

☐ Note who worked on the post. If more than one person, describe briefly the roles that various team members played and the process used.

☐ Include any contextual details that might be needed to understand your post. For example, if you submit a photo essay or video, be sure to include a little text about how the photos or video relate to the reflection assignment.

☐ Use the appropriate privacy settings (password-protected if you don’t want to share with the Learning Community).

☐ Preview your post to make sure it looks the way you want before hitting publish!